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the nvidia tegra 2 chipset has some real horsepower on its hands, but when it comes to
just about every other tablet in the android world, it lags behind. the motorola xoom is a
solid performer with its dual-core 1.2 ghz arm cortex a9 chip. the htc flyer has a 1.2 ghz
chip with some nice ui tweaks. the asus transformer is a 2-in-1. the ipad has its own unique
design, but that and the apple a5 chip under the hood keep it from being a speedy
performer. acer isnt the only company to acknowledge the need to add an actual keyboard,
but this one is a dock that also provides battery life, so the a200 does a good job in its own
right. the toshiba thrive is the only other tablet we could find with similar functionality, but
its even pricier. weve spent a good amount of time with the iconia a200, and we still dont
know how we feel about it. it has a good display, solid performance, good battery life, and
a slick design. but the lack of a rear camera and the way the acer ring works leaves us a
little ambivalent. we like the a200, but at $249, it doesnt have a premium feel. it doesnt
feel like a premium product. when i tried to upgrade to 4.0, i got the error "the software is
not compatible with your acer iconia tab a200". but once i try to install 4.0.3, then i got the
error "the software is not compatible with your acer iconia tab a200". at a price of about rs.
7,500, the acer iconia tab a200 has a lot of nifty features and an attractive design, but it
also has some drawbacks. the touchscreen responds well to touches, but the capacitive
icons and buttons lack the responsiveness of android 4.0. the a200 also has a small volume
rocker that is a little difficult to press. the tablet is also not very comfortable to hold,
especially in one hand. it is not very easy to hold the device at an angle and it is not very
durable.
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while it has a microsd card slot, the a200 also supports up to 32 gb of internal storage, with
support for up to 64 gb. other than a few apps (like the optional acer backstage app), we
didnt need to use the sd card, and the acer iconia a200 came equipped with more than

enough internal space for us. the acer iconia a200 also has a standard battery capacity of 8
hours. by the time you read this, we'll know how long the iconia a200 lasted on a full

charge. but we could easily tell you that, on the whole, the tablet was as good as it was
going to get. but that doesnt mean there weren't a few downsides. the iconia a200 also
comes with a selection of preinstalled apps that take up a lot of space. you can remove

most of them -- and even the few that are left behind -- but if you want to get more out of
your tablet, you'll want to take it to the google play store. there, you can buy apps
(including free apps!) and access the android market. apps also populate the acer

backstage app. there arent many apps preinstalled. acer has included a set of applications,
many of which are from the google play store. acers implementation of android is pretty
good. there are a couple notable exceptions. there is no app store, so you need to go to

google play and download an application from there. secondly, the a200 doesnt have any
kind of google play store app. there is a link to the google play store, but it takes you to a
generic search page. this is okay, but theres no way to download an application directly

from the store. theres also no native browser. the a200 does have the chrome browser. it
works, but its not the same as on the iphone or android phone. there are a few other

notable differences. acers tablet doesnt have any serviceable system files, so you cant root
it. its locked down. theres no in-built facebook or twitter client. instead, you can use the
native browser to access them. acers lack of a native browser is a huge miss. we like the
browser in the google play store, but its missing some of the features found in the native
browser on android phones. most notably, you cannot see thumbnails or even a full-sized

picture of an image while browsing. 5ec8ef588b
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